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Experienced the unexplained through the eyes of your fellow Americans as you read one story from
each state.A collection of unexplained paranormal experiences, Paranormal America takes you all
across the country where it finds everyday people with something truly remarkable to share.Inside
you'll find tales of meddling ghosts moving items around houses and apartments, keeping the living
inhabitants baffled and afraid. You'll read about alien abductions that led to missing time linked with
unexplained dreams. Read about your distant neighbors that have seen creatures they can't explain
or witnessed dark figures with ominous intentions. Even some tales of demonic possession and
inanimate objects that take on a presence are to be found between these pages.In an exceptionally
rare case, you'll read about a father who reconnects with his child from a previous life. There are
truly no exceptions to the strange and unexplained phenomena that take place every day across the
country. Read for yourself the events that often times changed their lives and opened their minds to
endless possibilities!
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What a very cool idea to get these different experiences from people all over the U.S., I love it! If
you believe in paranormal happenings, or even if you just like creepy stories... this book is definitely
worth a read!

This is a great book, it has something in it for everyone. Each state is represented with a chilling
story. It was well put together and entertaining and creepy at the same time. Great job Megan on
putting this together.

Ok, I have read dozens of books like this, and after awhile you start reading similar stories. This
book was full of originals which makes it fun. It is also better for me because I dislike reading stories
of evil, demons and the sort. Being as each story is written by the original witness, some are long
some short, some well written and some not so much...I really whole his book and wish it was a bit
longer.

I love true stories about the paranormal, because I have some stories of my own. However, in this
book PARANORMAL AMERICA, the grammar, syntax, and some of the spelling is so poor that it
distracts my enjoyment. The stories do not seem to have enjoyed the benefit of editing. I am
guessing that they were included in the book without editorial perusal by the author, exactly as they
came from the individual writers. For example, in one place the author was trying to say "barely," but
spelled it "barley." So I am disappointed.

This is a fun book, going across the United States with people's paranormal stories. Some are run
of the mill stories (well, in less you were actually experiencing it), but some of them are downright
scary and some make you question your reality. Loved this book!

I've been excited about reading this book, so when I finally got the chance today, I was pumped. But
quickly got annoyed a few pages in. The grammar and spelling throughout the book are awful. "I
seen the entity" and "the last time I seen the figure..." seriously terrible. And once she said "groves"
instead of "grooves". I'm one of those people that gets annoyed at occasional grammar error- we all
make mistakes, but I'm considering not finishing this novel because of how many there are. Just a
heads up to the rest of y'all looking to read this.
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